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Succinct yet comprehensive coverage of the most important terms, acronyms, and definitions made the first edition of the Comprehensive Dictionary of Electrical Engineering a bestseller. Recent advances in many disciplines of this rapidly growing field have made necessary a new edition of this must-have reference. This authoritative lexicon includes more than 1500 additional terms, now supplying more than 11,000 total terms gathered by a stellar international panel of the world's leading experts, compiled from CRC's immensely popular and highly respected handbooks, and accompanied by more than 120 tables and illustrations.    New areas to this edition include:  ·	Process Control and Instrumentation  ·	Embedded Sensors and Systems  ·	Biomedical Engineering  ·	Hybrid Vehicles  ·	Mechatronics  ·	Data Storage  ·	GIS    Includes new terms reflecting the rapid growth in: 

 ·	Computer Electronics
 	Image Processing  
·	Nanotechnology 
 ·	Fuel Cells

 Phillip Laplante has again succeeded in producing an invaluable, up-to-date reference for the entire field of electrical engineering, covering device electronics and applied electrical, microwave, control, power, and digital systems engineering in addition to the new areas listed above. Whether you are a practicing or student electrical engineer or a professional from another field in need of complete and updated information, you need look no further than the Comprehensive Dictionary of Electrical Engineering, Second Edition.
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Historical Archaeology of Gendered Lives (Contributions To Global Historical Archaeology)Springer, 2009
During the last half of the nineteenth century, a number of social and economic factors converged that resulted in the rural village of Deerfield, Massachusetts becoming almost entirely female. This drastic shift in population presents a unique lens through which to study gender roles and social relations in the late nineteenth and early...
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The Little Book on CoffeeScriptO'Reilly, 2012

	
		This concise book shows JavaScript developers how to build superb web applications with CoffeeScript, the remarkable language that’s gaining considerable interest. Through example code, this guide demonstrates how CoffeeScript abstracts JavaScript, providing syntactical sugar and preventing many common errors. You’ll...
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Professional jQuery (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS JAVASCRIPT has undergone a remarkable transformation. Where

	once it was a “toy” language relegated to secondary status it’s now one of the most important

	programming languages in the world. With the ongoing importance of Ajax-based development and

	the rise of full-featured JavaScript...
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Challenging Problems in GeometryDover Publications, 1996
Stimulating collection of unusual problems dealing with congruence and parallelism, the Pythagorean theorem, circles, area relationships, Ptolemy and the cyclic quadrilateral, collinearity and concurrency and many other topics. Arranged in order of difficulty. Detailed solutions.

The challenge of well-posed problems transcends national...
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Automating the Design of Data Mining Algorithms: An Evolutionary Computation Approach (Natural Computing Series)Springer, 2009
Traditionally, evolutionary computing techniques have been applied in the area of data mining either to optimize the parameters of data mining algorithms or to discover knowledge or patterns in the data, i.e., to directly solve the target data mining problem. This book proposes a different goal for evolutionary algorithms in data mining: to...
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Learning Together Online: Research on Asynchronous Learning NetworksLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
This book is about the past and future of research on the effectiveness of learning networks, a type of e-learning, online learning, Web-based learning, computer-supported collaborative learning, or virtual classroom (to use a number of common terms) in which students and teachers learn together online. The formal term is ...
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